Tanzania and World Bank/Project valued $122 million.

- June 2014: SDI indicators feed into and use to track performance of Government of Tanzania.
  
  [https://dfid.blog.gov.uk/2013/03/19/big-fact-accountable-results-now-mr-president/](https://dfid.blog.gov.uk/2013/03/19/big-fact-accountable-results-now-mr-president/)

- April 2013: SDI data cited in blogs (see screenshots below;

Reform Compact and Big Results Now!

- Major reforms: Presidential initiatives use SDI data as diagnostics during planning for Education starts doing unannounced visits to schools and confirming SDI’s findings.

- April 2013: SDI results were presented at a closed Cabinet Meeting. Minister of Education starts doing unannounced visits to schools and confirms SDI’s findings.

- 2011: SDI results were presented at a closed Cabinet Meeting. Minister of Education starts doing unannounced visits to schools and confirms SDI’s findings.